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Abstract 

High pressure xenon Time Projection Chambers (TPC) based on secondary 

scintillation (electroluminescence) signal amplification are being proposed for 

rare event detection such as directional dark matter, double electron capture 

and double beta decay detection. The discrimination of the rare event through 

the topological signature of primary ionization trails is a major asset for this type 

of TPCs when compared to single liquid or double-phase TPCs, limited mainly 

by the high electron diffusion in pure xenon. Helium admixtures with xenon can 

be an attractive solution to reduce the electron diffusion significantly, improving 

the discrimination efficiency of these optical TPCs. We have measured the 

electroluminescence (EL) yield of Xe–He mixtures, in the range of 0 to 30% He 

and demonstrated the small impact on the EL yield of the addition of He to pure 

Xe. For a typical reduced electric field of 2.5 kV/cm/bar in the scintillation 

region, the EL yield is reduced by ~ 2%, 3%, 6% and 10% for 10%, 15%, 20% 

and 30% of He concentration, respectively, a reduction that is lower than what 

was expected from simulation results presented in the literature. The impact of 

the addition of He on EL statistical fluctuations is negligible, within the 

experimental uncertainties. Nevertheless, one has also to take into account the 

impact of the He addition on the TPC sensitivity as a result of the corresponding 

Xe mass reduction. 
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1 Introduction 

The nature of Dark Matter and Neutrinos, either Majorana or Dirac, is of major 

importance for human knowledge, at present. To address these issues, optical 

TPCs are being proposed and/or developed for rare event detection, such as 

directional dark matter [1-3] and double beta decay detection [4, 5]. In addition, 

they are potential candidates for double electron capture detection, substituting 

for proportional counters [6-8]. Many of these implementations involve operation 

in high pressure xenon. 

The amplification of ionisation electron signals through xenon 

electroluminescence (EL) allows achieving both higher signal-to-noise ratio and 

lower statistical fluctuations when compared to charge avalanche multiplication. 

At 10 bar, the best energy resolution achieved with a 1kg-scale prototype based 

on Micromegas was extrapolated to around 3%-FWHM at the xenon Q (2.45 

MeV) [9], while a 1kg- and a 10 kg-scale EL-based TPC achieved energy 

resolution values consistently below 1%-FWHM [10,11]. The EL readout 

through photosensors electrically and mechanically decouples the amplification 

region from the readout, rendering the system more immune to electronic noise, 

radiofrequency pickup and high voltage issues. When compared to LXe-based 

TPCs, event detection in the gas phase achieves a better energy resolution and 

allows for discrimination of the rare event through its topological signature, as 

demonstrated for DEC and DBD detection [7-9,12-16]. The reduced dimensions 

of the ionisation trace in LXe rules out any topology-based pattern recognition. 

The NEXT collaboration aims at the detection of neutrinoless double beta decay 

in 136Xe [4] and, presently, operates the largest HPXe optical-TPC, based on EL 

for ionisation signal amplification [16]. The unambiguous observation of this 

decay would demonstrate leptonic number violation and prove the Majorana 

nature of the neutrino, presenting a breakthrough for new physics, beyond the 

Standard Model. 

The schematic of a typical optical TPC, as the one that has been developed by 

the NEXT collaboration, is presented in Fig.1. The radiation interaction takes 

place in the conversion/drift region, the sensitive volume, exciting and/or 

ionising the gas atoms/molecules and leading to the emission of primary 

scintillation (providing the t0 signal of the event) from the gas de-excitation or 

from electron/ion recombination. An electric field of intensity below the gas 

excitation threshold is applied to this region to minimize recombination and to 

guide the primary electrons towards the scintillation region. The scintillation 

region is defined amid two parallel meshes, being the electric field intensity set 

between the gas excitation and the gas ionisation thresholds. Upon crossing 

this region, each electron attains, from the electric field, enough kinetic energy 

to excite but not ionize the gas atoms/molecules, by electron impact, leading to 

high scintillation-output (electroluminescence) ensuing the gas deexcitation 



processes, without charge avalanche formation. The x- and y-positions of the 

primary electrons arriving at the EL region are determined by reading out the EL 

by means of a pixelated plane of photosensors while, from the difference in time 

between the primary and the EL scintillation pulses, the z-position at which the 

ionisation event took place can be determined.  

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the EL-based TPC developed by the NEXT collaboration for 

double-beta decay searches in 136Xe. 

EL yields for xenon and argon have been measured for uniform electric fields 

[17-20], as well as for electron avalanches produced in modern micropatterned 

electron multipliers, GEM, THGEM, MHSP and Micromegas [21-23]. However, it 

is to be noted that the excellent energy resolution that can be obtained with the 

EL readout, e.g., needed for efficient background discrimination in neutrinoless 

DBD detection, is only reached for the EL produced in electric fields of values 

that are below or near the onset of electron multiplication.  The statistical 

fluctuations in the EL produced at electric fields below the onset of electron 

multiplication are negligible when compared to those associated with the 

primary ionisation formation, while the statistical fluctuations of the EL produced 

in electron avalanches are dominated by the much larger variance of the total 

number of electrons produced in the avalanches [24,25]. 

Although the topological signature capability of HPXe TPCs based on EL has 

been demonstrated, e.g. [13-16], the large electron diffusion in pure xenon 

presents a limitation, particularly for large drift distances. Diffusion hinders the 

finer details of the ionisation trail, and the discrimination based on the 

topological signature becomes less effective [26]. For the low electric field 

values (few tens of V/cm/bar) used in the NEXT TPC, electron transverse 

diffusion may be as high as 10 mm/√m, making the pattern recognition of the 

primary ionisation trail difficult at the 1-m drift scale [26]. Recent studies have 

demonstrated that the addition of molecular gases, such as CO2, CH4 and CF4, 

to pure xenon, at sub-percent concentration levels, reduces the electron 

diffusion to the level of ~2 mm/√m, without jeopardizing the performance of the 



TPC in terms of EL yield and energy resolution, being CH4 the most suitable 

candidate [27-29]. 

On the other hand, one has to take into account that standard xenon purification 

through hot getters may not be suitable for the chosen molecular additive, or 

else, the operating temperature may have to be lowered to prevent molecular 

breakdown, which may affect the gas cleaning efficiency. In addition, the 

cryogenic separation of the molecular additive has to be made efficiently 

enough in order to prevent any loss of the expensive, enriched xenon. CH4, at 

the same time, presents some degree of excimer-quenching, which could limit 

the primary scintillation yield and, therefore, the calibration for low-energy 

events. 

While the aforementioned aspects are yet to be studied in higher detail in real-

size detectors, and may be certainly overcome, the addition of a noble gas such 

as He could offer an alternative solution, free from those limitations [30,31]. 

Simulation studies of electron drift parameters, as well as primary and 

secondary scintillation yields of Xe-He mixtures have been carried out recently 

[31]. The significantly lower mass of helium atoms, when compared to xenon, 

allows more efficient cooling of the electrons along the drift path. The result of 

the simulation studies indicate that a transverse diffusion of 2.5 mm/√m is 

achievable with 15% of helium additive without a significant degradation of the 

intrinsic energy resolution and of the EL-yield.  

The advantages of using helium as additive would be of utmost impact as Xe-

He mixtures would share exactly the same purification system as pure xenon 

and full xenon cryogenic recovery would be much easier. Yet, the use of such 

mixture would reduce the amount of the source isotope in the detector. The final 

value of the helium concentration should be a compromise between an 

improvement of the background rejection factor and a reduction of the active 

mass that is needed to maximize sensitivity, as noted in [31]. 

Experimental studies for the electron drift parameters in Xe-He mixtures have 

been carried out very recently [32]. The impact of helium on the electron 

diffusion was not as substantial as anticipated, especially in the region 

corresponding to the Ramsauer minimum (around 10V/cm/bar for pure xenon 

and 25V/cm/bar for 15% helium admixture) but remained in agreement with 

simulations outside that region. 

On the other hand, the impact of the He additive on the xenon EL yield had yet 

to be determined experimentally in order to understand the scope of use of 

these mixtures in EL-TPCs. In this work, we present experimental studies of the 

EL yield for Xe-He mixtures, in the range from 0 to 30% of He, focusing on the 

impact of the helium addition on the TPC energy resolution.  

 



2 Experimental setup 

The EL studies were performed in a small Gas Proportional Scintillation 

Chamber (GPSC) [24] that has a large area avalanche photodiode (LAAPD) 

inside for the EL readout. The GPSC is depicted schematically in Fig.2 and had 

already been used in [33,34] with pure xenon and pure argon filling, 

respectively. It has a 2.5-cm deep drift/absorption region and a 0.8-cm deep 

scintillation region. The GPSC was filled at pressures around 1.2 bar, being the 

gas continuously purified through St707 SAES getters that were kept at 150ºC, 

and circulated by convection. The gas circulation and purifying system is a “U”-

tubing that closes up in the GPSC gas-in and -out connections, the getters 

placed inside one of its vertical arms, Fig.3.  

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic of the Gas Proportional Scintillation Counter used for this work. A 

VUV-sensitive LAAPD is used as photosensor and the gas is continuously purified, 

circulating by convection through SAES St707 getters. 

Grids G1 and G2 are of highly transparent stainless steel wire, 80-μm in 

diameter and 900-μm spacing, delimiting the scintillation region. The detector 

radiation window is made of Melinex, 6-μm thick, 2 mm in diameter. A Macor 

piece isolates the holders of both radiation window and grid G1 and is vacuum 

sealed to the stainless steel with a low vapour pressure epoxy. The LAAPD is 

vacuum-sealed by compressing the photodiode enclosure against the stainless 

steel detector body using an indium ring. 

The LAAPD enclosure and G2 are kept at ground potential. Therefore, the 

electric field in the scintillation region is set by the voltage of G1, while the 

electric field in the drift region is set by the voltage difference between the 



GPSC radiation window and G1. The LAAPD is an API, deep-UV enhanced 

series [35] with a 16-mm active diameter. Throughout the measurements, the 

LAAPD bias was kept at 1840 V, corresponding to a gain of ∼ 150. The 

response of the LAAPD to the Xe VUV EL can be found in detail in [36]. A 1-mm 

collimated 5.9-keV x-ray beam from a 55Fe radioactive source, filtered with a 

chromium film, was used to irradiate the GPSC along its axis. The LAAPD 

signals were fed through a low-noise, 1.5 V/pC, charge pre-amplifier to an 

amplifier with 2-μs shaping time, and were pulse-height analysed with a multi-

channel analyser. 

Two small volumes, with well-established volume ratios, were connected to the 

GPSC through vacuum valves, Fig.3. The whole system was pumped down to 

pressures in the 2x10-6 mbar range for several hours; the volumes were filled 

with the proper amount of He, previously calculated to obtain the intended Xe-

He concentrations, and the GPSC was, afterwards, filled with pure xenon. 

Therefore, in a single run, the EL output of the GPSC was studied for pure 

xenon and for two different He concentrations, without the need to switch off the 

GPSC and LAAPD bias voltages, and the GPSC response to the 5.9-keV x-rays 

was continuously monitored, while the study of a given mixture was in progress. 

The xenon gas purity was of grade 4.8 from Messer while helium was of grade 

5.0. 

 

Figure 3. Layout of the experimental setup, including the GPSC, the gas circulation and 

purifying system with SAES St-707 getters and the two helium volumes for 

implementing the admixtures.  

 



3  Method 

Figure 4 depicts a typical response of the GPSC to 5.9-keV x-rays. The primary 

scintillation produced by x-ray interaction is more than 3 orders of magnitude 

lower than the EL output [39] and, thus, is well within the electronic noise. 

Nevertheless, the primary scintillation can be measured by averaging a 

significant number, of the order of several thousand, of waveforms, triggering on 

the EL using a constant trigger level. For that purpose, we have used a LeCroy 

WaveRunner 610Zi digital oscilloscope. More detailed information on this 

GPSC’s response to x-rays can be found in [33,34]. 

 

Figure 4. Pulse-height distribution for 5.9-keV x-rays absorbed in the GPSC active 

volume filled with Xe-15%He, for a reduced electric field of 2.4 kV/cm/bar.  

The full-absorption peaks were fitted to Gaussian functions, superimposed on a 

linear background, from which the centroid, taken as the pulse amplitude, and 

the FWHM were determined. For each He concentration, we have studied the 

centroid position of the full-absorption peak and its relative FWHM, the GPSC 

energy resolution, as a function of reduced electric field E/p, the electric field 

divided by the gas pressure, in the scintillation region. The reduced electric field 

in the drift region was kept below the gas excitation threshold.  

In this work, only relative values were measured for the EL yield. In each run, 

absolute values for the reduced EL yield, Y/p, were obtained by normalizing the 

pulse amplitude measured for pure xenon at an E/p of ~2.0 kV/cm/bar to the 

corresponding absolute value obtained in [31]. The same normalization 

constant has been used, then, to normalize the remaining centroid values 

obtained for the different E/p for pure Xe and for the two Xe-He mixtures studied 

in that run.  Small variations that may eventually occur in the LAAPD leak 

current during a run were taken into account to correct the centroid values 

obtained along that same run, being those corrections at the level of less than a 

few percent. 

 



4  Experimental results and discussion 

The consistency of our experimental procedure is shown in figure 5, where the 

reduced EL yield (Y/p) is depicted as a function of reduced electric field (E/p) 

applied to the scintillation region for pure xenon. The different data sets were 

taken at different moments along the whole experimental campaign and have 

different operation conditions such as the LAAPD temperature, leak current and 

gain. A good reproducibility of the normalized experimental results is observed. 

From the data of Fig.5 we determined the values for the amplification parameter 

for EL to be 136 ±4 photons/kV, the slope of the linear fit. The average 

scintillation threshold for EL, the linear fit interception with the horizontal axis, is 

0.69 ± 0.04 kV/cm/bar. This value is in good agreement with both the simulation 

studies and the experimental values presented in the literature [17,19,28,38]. 

From the energy resolution data, an intrinsic energy resolution around 6.4% and 

a Fano factor of 0.20 ± 0.04 were estimated. The latter value is similar to that 

estimated in a driftless Xe-GPSC [27,29] and is in good agreement with the 

values reported in the literature [39-42]. 

 

Figure 5. EL yield, Y /p, for pure xenon, as a function of reduced electric field E/p 

applied to the scintillation region, obtained in different runs with different LAAPD 

operation conditions. 

In addition, as a cross-check for the operation of our detector, we have also 

looked into the primary scintillation light produced by the interaction of alpha 

particles with the gas. Figure 6 depicts a typical average waveform, obtained 

with the LeCroy WaveRunner 610Zi digital oscilloscope by averaging 2000 

individual waveforms from alpha particle interactions in the GPSC volume, 

previously aligned to the instant when the EL amplitude reaches 50% of its 

maximum. 



 
Figure 6. Typical average waveform produced by alpha particles in pure Xe at 1.1 bar, 

for a mean reduced electric field of 376 V/cm/bar in the drift region, and a reduced 

electric field of 2.7 kV/cm/bar in the EL region. 

The primary scintillation allows to determine the electron drift time while 

crossing the drift region and to compare it to the theoretical value. The results 

obtained with pure Xe and a 30% He mixture are shown in figure 7 for several 

voltage differences applied to the drift region. Two different series of 

measurements presented for the mixture of 30% He have been taken, with a 

time interval of seven days. A difference lower than 10% with respect to the 

experimental values was found, showing a good agreement between 

experimental and simulation values.  

 

Figure 7. Electron drift times as a function of voltage differences applied to the drift 

region, for pure Xe and Xe-30%He. 

The EL yields of the studied Xe-He mixtures are presented in Fig.8 as a 

function of the reduced electric field applied to the scintillation region. Several 

mixtures have been made for each of the He-concentrations, namely three for 

15% He, two for 20% He and only one for 10% He and for 30% He. Two 

different series of measurements are presented for the same mixture of 30% 

He, taken seven days apart. Along with the experimental data, Fig.8 shows the 

linear fits applied to the experimental data in each mixture (solid lines). For the 



mixtures of Xe-15%He and Xe-20%He, a single linear function was fitted to the 

whole set of data points, displaying the average linear trend for each mixture. 

For comparison, the simulation results obtained in [31] are also depicted in 

Fig.8 (dashed lines). Table 1 lists the EL amplification parameter and the 

scintillation threshold obtained from the linear fits to the experimental data for 

each of the studied mixtures. An additional systematic uncertainty of about 5% 

is estimated, being the main contribution due to the correction of the LAAPD 

leak current.  

 
Figure 8. Reduced electroluminescence yield as a function of reduced electric field in 

the scintillation region for pure xenon and the different Xe-He mixtures studied in this 

work. Solid lines show linear fits to the experimental data, while dashed lines are the 

simulation data of ref. [31].  

The experimental values exhibit a lower reduction in EL than predicted by 

simulation. For instance, while the simulation results foresee a drop of ~16% in 

the EL yield of Xe-15%He at an E/p ~2.5 kV/cm/bar, when compared to the 

yield of pure xenon, in the experimental measurements this drop is only ~6%. A 

possible contribution to this difference may be due to neutral bremsstrahlung, 

i.e. the bremsstrahlung emitted by electrons, scattered on neutral atoms, while 



drifting in the scintillation region [43]. This type of radiation might be extended 

from VUV to NIR [43], a region where the APD is also sensitive. This issue has 

to be addressed in future studies. 

 

Table 1: Electroluminescence amplification parameter and scintillation threshold 

obtained from the linear fits to the experimental data for the studied mixtures.  

He concentration EL threshold Amplification parameter 

0% 0.73  +- 0.01 137 +- 1 

10% 0.77  +- 0.03 137 +- 2 

15% 0.80  +- 0.02 139 +- 1 

20% 0.85  +- 0.02 137 +- 1 

30% 0.91  +- 0.03 137 +- 2 

 

In Fig.9, the GPSC energy resolution (FWHM) for the different pulse-height 

distributions is depicted as a function of reduced electric field in the scintillation 

region, for the Xe-He mixtures studied in this work. Within experimental 

uncertainties, no significant differences are perceived in the values of the 

achieved energy resolution for the different Xe-He mixtures, for E/p values 

above 2.0 kV/cm/bar.  

 

Figure 9. Energy resolution as a function of reduced electric field in the scintillation 

region, obtained for pure xenon and the different Xe-He mixtures studied in this work. 

The experimental results of figures 8 and 9 show that helium addition to xenon 

in the 0-30% range does not significantly reduce the EL yield and the 

associated statistical fluctuations, as already foreseen from simulation results. 

Therefore, concerning the EL yield, helium is a much better option to be used 

as additive to pure xenon, in optical TPCs, than molecular additives.  

 



Nevertheless, the impact of the helium additive on the reduction of the TPC 

sensitivity to DBD detection, due to the reduction of the overall 136Xe mass has 

to be taken into account. The sensitivity to mββ, the so-called effective Majorana 

mass of the electron neutrino, of an experiment searching for 0νββ decay, i.e. 

the mββ lower limit that an experiment may achieve, is given by [4]: 

  𝑆(𝑚𝛽𝛽) = 𝑘 √ 
𝑁

ε𝑀𝑡
 

where k is a constant, 𝑁 is the average upper limit of the number of observed 

events expected in the experiment under the no-signal hypothesis, ε is the 

signal detection efficiency, M is the source mass and t is the measuring time. 

In the presence of a dominant ββ2 background, the average upper limit for 𝑁 

is proportional to the square root of the mean number of background events, i.e. 

N ∝ √b. Moreover, the number of background events is usually proportional to 

the exposure, M·t, and to the width of the energy window defined by the 

resolution of the detector, ∆E, i.e. b = c·M·t·∆E, where c is the expected 

background rate. Therefore, if assuming that a similar background suppression 

can be achieved for both types of low-diffusion mixtures, the sensitivity 

becomes dependent on [4]: 

𝑆(𝑚𝛽𝛽) ∝ Δ𝐸1 4⁄ 𝑀1/4⁄  

Since there is no degradation in the TPC energy resolution, as demonstrated in 

the present studies, a 15% reduction of the 136Xe mass will result in a sensitivity 

degradation of ~4.1% in the TPC sensitivity. 

This is to be compared with the case of Xe-0.15% CH4 mixture [29] where the 

variation in the TPC 136Xe mass is negligible, while a small degradation of the 

energy resolution results in a ~1% and ~3% reduction of the sensitivity for a 

light collection efficiency of 3% and 0.5%, respectively, and considering an 

additional constant contribution of 0.5% to the overall energy resolution in the 

NEXT TPC.  

However, other practical aspects such as the impact of CH4 quenching on the 

primary scintillation signal and the long term purification and stability are factors 

that have to be considered in the choice for the best mixture, as well. 

Furthermore, the impact of the additive on the achievable energy resolution in 

realistic TPCs, on the improvement of the electron diffusion and, ultimately, on 

the topological discrimination efficiency to gamma backgrounds, has to be 

evaluated in detail. These are issues to be investigated in larger TPC 

prototypes such as NEXT-DEMO and/or NEXT-NEW in subsequent R&D 

programs. 

 



𝟓 Conclusions 

In this paper we experimentally confirm that the addition of He to pure Xe in the 

concentration range of 0-30% does not reduce significantly the 

electroluminescence yield of the resulting mixture. For a typical reduced electric 

field of 2.5 kV/cm/bar in the scintillation region, the EL yield is reduced by ~ 2%, 

3%, 6% and 10% for 10%, 15%, 20% and 30% He concentration, respectively. 

No degradation was observed in the detector energy resolution with the addition 

of He to pure Xe. 

Nevertheless, it is noted that the impact of the He addition is lower than that 

expected from the simulation results of [31] where, e.g., a reduction of ~12% is 

foreseen for the Xe-15%He mixture at a reduced electric field of 2.5 kV/cm/bar 

in the scintillation region. These results, combined with those obtained for the 

drift-diffusion properties in the range 1-10bar [32], reinforce the potential of Xe-

He admixtures for  searches, however a direct measurement of the electron 

transverse diffusion is still pending, in order to establish the potential of the 

idea.  

At last, a detailed evaluation of the pros and cons of the additive option, namely 

the efficiency of background discrimination, energy resolution, primary 

scintillation as well as handling, should be verified  in large size TPCs. 
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